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Nearest Nearest NeighborNeighbor QueryQueryNearest Nearest NeighborNeighbor QueryQuery
Where is the nearest POI (e.g. gas station) ?Where is the nearest POI (e.g. gas station) ?( g g )( g g )

Query Example: “gas station loc: Query Example: “gas station loc: Cambridge CB3 0FD  UKCambridge CB3 0FD  UK””
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Query Example: gas station loc: Query Example: gas station loc: Cambridge CB3 0FD, UKCambridge CB3 0FD, UK



Query PrivacyQuery PrivacyQuery PrivacyQuery Privacy

1: Here is “1: Here is “Cambridge CB3 0FD, UK”Cambridge CB3 0FD, UK”

2: The nearest gas station is …2: The nearest gas station is …

UserUser Service ProviderService Provider

collects the following information about user:collects the following information about user:

 User account User account –– physical locationphysical location
 User device’s network address User device’s network address ––

I do not want to I do not want to give give 
this informationthis information physical locationphysical locationthis information.this information.
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In this setting, we assume the service provider is the adversary.In this setting, we assume the service provider is the adversary.



How? Use Third Party How? Use Third Party AnonymizerAnonymizerHow? Use Third Party How? Use Third Party AnonymizerAnonymizer

1: Query1: Query

2: Collected2: Collected
queriesqueries3: Answer3: Answer

2: Collected2: Collected
1: Query1: Query

UsersUsers Service ProviderService ProviderAnonymizerAnonymizer

answersanswers
3: Answer3: Answer

 hides hides the relationship the relationship 
between between queries and queries and 
queriersqueriers..queriersqueriers..

MostMost existingexisting systemssystems [[GGGG0303 BFBF0404 MCAMCA0606 BLBL0808]] areare designeddesigned
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MostMost existingexisting systemssystems [[GGGG0303,, BFBF0404,, MCAMCA0606,, BLBL0808]] areare designeddesigned
underunder thethe assumptionassumption ofof trustedtrusted anonymizersanonymizers..



Limitations of Trusted Limitations of Trusted AnonymizerAnonymizerLimitations of Trusted Limitations of Trusted AnonymizerAnonymizer

 MajorMajor redesignredesign ofof technologiestechnologies (e(e..gg..,, protocolsprotocols oror
trustedtrusted mechanism)mechanism) oror businessbusiness modelsmodels))

 SingleSingle serverserver failure/overheadfailure/overhead
 AA largelarge numbernumber ofof usersusersAA largelarge numbernumber ofof usersusers
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Alternatives Alternatives User CentricUser CentricAlternatives Alternatives –– User CentricUser Centric

1: 1: “Transformed query”“Transformed query”

2: Answer for 2: Answer for “Transformed query”“Transformed query”

UserUser Service ProviderService Provider

3: Find the nearest neighbor from 3: Find the nearest neighbor from 
the answer for the answer for “transformed “transformed 
query”query” I I cannot infer the user location cannot infer the user location query”query”..

from this “transformed query”from this “transformed query”..
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Previous WorkPrevious WorkPrevious WorkPrevious Work
 FalseFalse dummiesdummies [KYS[KYS0505]]

 HighHigh communication/processingcommunication/processing costcost

 TransformationTransformation basedbased onon obfuscatedobfuscated mapmap [[KSKS0707]]
 ApproximateApproximate answeranswer ApproximateApproximate answeranswer
 AA thirdthird partyparty isis stillstill requiredrequired toto createcreate anan obfuscatedobfuscated mapmap

 TransformationTransformation basedbased onon PrivatePrivate InformationInformation RetrievalRetrieval (PIR)(PIR)
[[GKKSTGKKST0808]][[GKKSTGKKST0808]]
 TheoreticallyTheoretically securesecure
 HighHigh communication/processingcommunication/processing costcost

 IncrementalIncremental spatialspatial cloakingcloaking withwith aa fakefake dummydummy [[YJHLYJHL0808]]
 IncrementalIncremental fetchingfetching POIsPOIs** fromfrom thethe serviceservice providerprovider withwith aa fakefake dummydummy

untiluntil thethe useruser cancan produceproduce thethe exactexact resultresult
 MultipleMultiple messagemessage roundsrounds toto stopstop thethe incrementalincremental searchsearch
 TheThe user’suser’s desireddesired levellevel ofof privacyprivacy (or(or region)region) cannotcannot bebe guaranteedguaranteed..

7**POI: Point of InterestPOI: Point of Interest



Our TransformationOur Transformation
Control the Control the granularitygranularity ofof locationlocation query.query.

Our TransformationOur Transformation

Cambridge CB3 0FD, UKCambridge CB3 0FD, UK West CambridgeWest Cambridge

 High High communication communication cost is requiredcost is required

Previously, this approach seems not desirable.Previously, this approach seems not desirable.

 High High communication communication cost is required.cost is required.
 But, communication cost is dramatically But, communication cost is dramatically decreasing.decreasing.

 Local search in user device is required.Local search in user device is required.
 But, computing capability of mobile devices is improving.But, computing capability of mobile devices is improving.
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Naïve Range Search QueryNaïve Range Search QueryNaïve Range Search QueryNaïve Range Search Query

1: A range (center, radius)1: A range (center, radius)

qq 2: POIs within the range2: POIs within the range ss22
ss33

3: Choose the nearest neighbor 3: Choose the nearest neighbor SS11..

ss11
{{SS11, , SS22}}

gg 11

ss22

ss33

SS isis notnot thethe correctcorrect answeranswer

qq
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ss11

SS11 isis notnot thethe correctcorrect answeranswer..



How Can We Prevent It?How Can We Prevent It?How Can We Prevent It?How Can We Prevent It?
11 IncreaseIncrease thethe sizesize ofof rangerange windowwindow1.1. IncreaseIncrease thethe sizesize ofof rangerange windowwindow..

 Communication cost is increasing depending on Communication cost is increasing depending on 

qq
 Communication cost is increasing depending on Communication cost is increasing depending on 

the size of window.the size of window.
 A user cannot determine the optimal window A user cannot determine the optimal window 

size to guarantee the nearest neighbor.size to guarantee the nearest neighbor.

2.2. CreateCreate thethe rangerange windowwindow toto locatelocate qq nearnear thethe centercenter ofof2.2. CreateCreate thethe rangerange windowwindow toto locatelocate qq nearnear thethe centercenter ofof
thethe windowwindow..

 This technique may give the information about This technique may give the information about 

qq
the position the position qq..
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Our ApproachOur ApproachOur ApproachOur Approach
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OurOur challengingchallenging issuesissues areareg gg g

•• howhow toto findfind thethe optimaloptimal rangerange windowwindow•• howhow toto findfind thethe optimaloptimal rangerange windowwindow..

UseUse thethe locallocal VoronoiVoronoi diagramdiagram

•• howhow toto guaranteeguarantee thatthat thethe useruser cancan bebe
uniformlyuniformly locatedlocated atat anyany positionposition withinwithinuniformlyuniformly locatedlocated atat anyany positionposition withinwithin
thethe windowwindow..

UseUse thethe fakefake (random)(random) queryquery positionpositionUseUse thethe fakefake (random)(random) queryquery positionposition
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VoronoiVoronoi DiagramDiagram
 Subdivision of plane (space)  into cellsSubdivision of plane (space)  into cells

VoronoiVoronoi DiagramDiagram

 S = {S1,S2,…Sn}  points in the plane
 V(Si) = { x :  d(x, Si) < d(x, Sj) for all j ≠ i}

xx
The position The position 

SSii

pp
xx’s’s the nearest the nearest 
neighborneighbor is is SSii..



Proposed FrameworkProposed FrameworkProposed FrameworkProposed Framework

1: Given a security parameter 1: Given a security parameter rr, , 

3: Compute the intersected 3: Compute the intersected 
VoronoiVoronoi cells.cells.

generate a random circle generate a random circle 
including including qq with the radius with the radius rr..

2: Random circle (2: Random circle (qq’  ’  rr))

qq
q’q’

rr
2: Random circle (2: Random circle (qq , , rr))

qq

ss22

ss33

4: {4: {SS11   SS22   SS33}} qq

5: Choose the nearest 5: Choose the nearest 
neighbor neighbor SS33..

ss11

224: {4: {SS11, , SS22, , SS33}}

gg 33

TheThe adversaryadversary cannotcannot obtainobtain thethe informationinformation aboutabout
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TheThe adversaryadversary cannotcannot obtainobtain thethe informationinformation aboutabout
qq exceptexcept thatthat itit isis locatedlocated withwith thethe circlecircle..



Computation of Local Computation of Local VoronoiVoronoi CellsCellsComputation of Local Computation of Local VoronoiVoronoi CellsCells
1: Find the nearest 1: Find the nearest SSii from q’.from q’. 2: Find the POIs within the 2: Find the POIs within the 

di t  2di t  2   dddistance 2distance 2rr + + dd..

ss44

ss55
ss66ss33

ss44

ss55
ss66

ss22

ss33

q’q’
ss77

ss22

33

q’q’
ss77dd

rr

ss113: Find the intersected 3: Find the intersected VoronoiVoronoi cells.cells. 22r + dr + d

ss11

ss33

ss44

ss55
ss66

ss

ss22

33
ss77

•• O(O(nn + + t t log log tt))
•• O(log O(log nn + + t t log log tt) with pre) with pre--processingprocessing

Running time Running time ((nn: # of : # of SSii, , tt: # of POIs within 2: # of POIs within 2rr++dd))
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Correctness of the ComputationCorrectness of the ComputationCorrectness of the ComputationCorrectness of the Computation

ThTh tt POIPOI ((NN )) ff thth itiiti ii ililTheThe nearestnearest POIPOI ((NNqq)) ofof thethe queryquery positionposition qq isis necessarilynecessarily
includedincluded inin thethe POIsPOIs withinwithin 22rr ++ dd inin thethe stepstep 22..

P f  A  th t P f  A  th t NN i  t i l d d th  POI  i  th  t  2  i  t i l d d th  POI  i  th  t  2  Proof. Assume that Proof. Assume that NNqq is not included the POIs in the step 2. is not included the POIs in the step 2. 
From the assumption, From the assumption, dist(dist(NNqq,, qq’’) )   22rr + + dd. Let . Let ff be the be the 
farthest point on the circle from farthest point on the circle from NNq’q’..

NNqq

q’q’
NN

ff
dist(dist(qq,, NNq’q’) )   dist(dist(ff,, NNq’q’) )   rr + + dd   dist(dist(qq,, NNqq) ) 

dd
Th f  Th f  NN i  i  t th  t POI f  t th  t POI f  

ss11

22r + dr + d

NNqq’’ Therefore Therefore NNqq is is not the nearest POI from not the nearest POI from qq..

By the contradiction, the assumption is By the contradiction, the assumption is 
wrong.wrong.
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22r  dr  d wrong.wrong.



Inherent Problem of Range SearchInherent Problem of Range SearchInherent Problem of Range SearchInherent Problem of Range Search

1: Random circle (q’, r)1: Random circle (q’, r)

2: POIs on the intersected cells2: POIs on the intersected cellsqq
q’q’

rr ss22

ss33

qq
qq

ss11TheThe optimaloptimal answeranswer forfor thethe exactexact
nearestnearest neighborneighbor searchsearch

However, it still requires However, it still requires high communication cost high communication cost when when 
a user needs a high level privacy.a user needs a high level privacy.
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ApproximationApproximationApproximationApproximation

1: Given a security parameter 1: Given a security parameter rr, , 

2: Random circle (2: Random circle (qq’, ’, rr),),
A  i  A  i  kk ( 2)( 2)

generate a random circle generate a random circle 
including including qq with the radius with the radius rr.. 3: Compute the intersected 3: Compute the intersected 

VoronoiVoronoi cells.cells.
Answer size Answer size kk (=2)(=2)

qq
q’q’

rr

ss22

ss33

qq5: 5: {{SS11   SS22}}

6: Choose the nearest 6: Choose the nearest 
neighbor neighbor SS11..

ss11

22qq5: 5: {{SS11, , SS22}}

gg 11
4: Select 4: Select kk POIsPOIs with the with the 

probability probability pp..

the the intersected area of intersected area of SSii
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p p ==
the the area of the area of the circlecircle

ii



Experimental ResultsExperimental ResultsExperimental ResultsExperimental Results
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DatasetsDatasetsDatasetsDatasets
CACA NANA

864 POIs864 POIs 9,203 POIs9,203 POIs

 50  50 1 550 1 550  50  50 1 050 1 050 

We generated 100 random queries using the Gaussian We generated 100 random queries using the Gaussian 

rr = 50 = 50 ∽ ∽ 1,550 1,550 rr = 50 = 50 ∽ ∽ 1,050 1,050 
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distribution of the POIs in each dataset.distribution of the POIs in each dataset.



Communication CostCommunication CostCommunication CostCommunication Cost
CACA NANA

The communication The communication cost is the number of (TCP/IP) packets cost is the number of (TCP/IP) packets 
transmitted.transmitted.

We observe that # of packets are under 3 for CA (or 12 for NA). We observe that # of packets are under 3 for CA (or 12 for NA). 

21**POI size: 8 bytes, Packet header: 40POI size: 8 bytes, Packet header: 40--bytes, MTU: 576 bytesbytes, MTU: 576 bytes



Error Distance in ApproximationError Distance in ApproximationError Distance in ApproximationError Distance in Approximation
CACA NANA

•• All samplings provide reasonable error distance for small All samplings provide reasonable error distance for small rr..All samplings provide reasonable error distance for small All samplings provide reasonable error distance for small rr..
•• The 70% sampling is scalable even for large The 70% sampling is scalable even for large rr. . 
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ConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusion
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NoNo--one can hide the fact that one can hide the fact that NoNo one can hide the fact that one can hide the fact that 
we are on earthwe are on earth..
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ConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusion

 We show a spatial cloaking based on range search is We show a spatial cloaking based on range search is 
practically enough for nearest neighbor searchpractically enough for nearest neighbor search
 Minimum location information leaking on range Minimum location information leaking on range
 Reasonable processing and communication cost due to the local 

Voronoi diagram

 AdvantagesAdvantages
 Simple client-server architecture
 Flexible privacy level

 Future workFuture work
“ d k ” Extension to “road networks”

 Optimal route planning
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Thank you!Thank you!

hk331@cl.cam.ac.ukhk331@cl.cam.ac.uk
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